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It is shown that the techniques of quantum field theory can be applied to a system of many 
bosons. The Dyson equation for the one-particle Green's function is derived. Properties 
of the condensed phase in a system of interacting bosons are investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN recent years Green's functions have been 
widely used1 in quantum field theory, and in par
ticular in quantum electrodynamics. This has 
made possible the development of methods2 which 
escape from ordinary perturbation theory. The 
method of Green's functions has also been shown* 
to be applicable to many-body problems. In such 
problems the one-particle Green's function deter
mines the essential characteristics of the system, 
the energy spectrum, the momentum distribution 
of particles in the ground state, etc.3 

The present paper develops the method of 
Green's functions for a system consisting of a 
large number N of interacting bosons. The spe
cial feature of this system is the presence in the 
ground state of a large number of particles with 
momentum p = 0 (condensed phase), which pre
vent the usual methods of quantum field theory 
from being applied. We find that for large N the 
usual technique of Feynman graphs can be used for 
the particles with p .c 0, while the condensed 
phase (we show that it does not disappear when 
interactions are introduced) can be considered 
as a kind of external field. 

The Green's function is expressed in terms of 
three effective potentials ~ik• describing pair-

*Private communication from A. B. Migdal. 

production, pair-annihilation and scattering, and 
in terms of a chemical potential p.. This is the 
analog of Dyson's equation in electrodynamics.4 •1 

Some approximation must be made in the calcula
tion of ~ik and p.. If these quantities are com
puted by perturbation theory, the quasi -particle 
spectrum of Bogoliubov5 is obtained. In the follow
ing paper6 we evaluate ~ik and p. in the limit of 
low density. 

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. FEYNMAN 
GRAPHS 

We consider a system of N spinless bosons 
with mass m == 1, enclosed in a volume V. We 
suppose N and V become infinite, the density 
N/V = n remaining finite. A summation over dis
crete momenta is then replaced by an integral ac
cording to the rule 

~ ~ (2TCt3 v ~ dp. 
p 

The Hamiltonian of the system is H = H0 + Ht> 
where 

H 0 =} ~ \j'Y+ (x) \l'Y (x) dx = ~ s~ataP; s~ = i2 , (2.1) 
p 

H 1 =} ~ 'f'+ (x) 'Y+ (x') U (x- x') 'Y (x') 'f' (x) dx dx' = 

(2.2) 
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The units are chosen so that li = 1. U ( x - x') is 
the interaction between a pair of particles, Uq = 
J e-iqx U (x) dx is its Fourier transform, and 

'Y = v-'J, ~ eipxap. 'jJ'+ = v-'f, ~ e--ipxa;' 
p p 

where ap and a~ are the usual boson operators 
with the commutation law [ ap. ~'] = opp'. 

· The one-particle Green's function may be de-
fined in two equivalent ways. In terms of Heisen
berg-representation operators we may write 

iG (x- x') = (<D:;', T {'f' (x) '¥+ (x')} <ll:;'), (2.3) 

with the expectation value taken in the ground-state 
of the N interacting particles. In terms of inter
action-representation operators we may write 

iG (x- x') = (T {'¥ (x) 'J:l'+ (x') S}) 1 (S), (2.4) 

with the expectation value taken in the ground-state 
of the non-interacting particles, which has all the 
particles in the condensed phase so that Np ,.,0 = 0, 
N0 = N. The S-matrix for this system has the form 

S = T {exp (- ~ ~ d4x1d4x2U 

( 1 - 2) 'jJ'+ ( 1) '¥+ (2) 'Y (2) 'Y (1))} ' (2.5) 

where we have written for convenience U ( 1 - 2 ) = 
U(x1 -x2 )o (t1 -~). Hereandhenceforth x, ... ,p 
are four-vectors, and px = px- PoXo· The definition 
(2.3) is convenient for relating G to physical quan
tities, while Eq. (2.4) is convenient for calculations. 

In the numerator of Eq. (2.4) we expand the S
matrix in a series, each term of which is a T
product of a certain number of factors '}I and '}I+. 

A T-product can be expressed by standard meth
ods7 as a sum of normal products in which some of 
the factors '}I and '}I+ have been paired. In quan
tum electrodynamics the vacuum expectation value 
of every term which contains an unpaired annihila
tion operator vanishes from this sum. The surviv
ing terms, which contain only pairs of '}I and '}I+, 

are represented by certain Feynman graphs. In 
our case the expectation value is taken in a state 
containing N particles with momentum p = 0. 
The expectation value of an N -product containing 
ao does not vanish, and the usual method of con
structing graphs is not applicable. 

Because of the special role of the state with 
p = 0, it is convenient to separate the operators 
ao and at from '}I and '}I+. Thus we write 

'F='Y'+aofVV; 'J:i'+='Jl''++atiVV. (2.6) 

The Green's function (2.4) is also divided into two 
parts. The uncondensed particles give 

iG' (x- x') = <T {'Y' (x) 'Y'+ (x') S}) I <S> (2. 7) 

while the Green's function of the condensed phase, 
a function of ( t- t') only, is 

iG0 (t- t') = <T {a0 (t) a; (t') S}) jV (S). (2.8) 

The two functions are not independently deter
mined, since the S-matrix appears in the defini
tion of both and itself contains both '}I' and a0 

operators. We shall prove later that when N is 
large the usual method of Feynman graphs can be 
adapted to the calculation of G' , the condensed 
phase behaving just like an external field. 

We divide the operations T and < . . . > into 
two successive operations, the first acting only 
upon '}I' and '}1'+, the second acting only upon a0 

and at. Thus 

T=TDT', ( ... )=«···>')o, 

where T0 and < . . . > 0 act on ao and at. 
We now drop the prime from G' and write Eq. 

(2. 7) in the form 

iG (x- x') = (TO{@ (x- x')}'> 0 / (S), (2.9) 

with 

@ (x- x') = (T' {'¥' (x) 'P''+ (x') S}) '. (2.10) 

Eq. (2.10) has the same structure as the numerator 
of Eq. (2.7), but the operators a0, at occurring in 
S are now to be treated as parameters. The ex
pectation value in Eq. (2.10) is taken in the ground 
state of the operators '}1', '}1'+. This equivalent to 
a vacuum expectation value, and so the usual for
malism of Feynman graphs can be used for calcu
lating @. 

We represent the potential - iU (1- 2) by a 
dotted line joining the points 1 and 2. The pair of 
operators -.f.' ( 1) -.f.,+ (2) = iG(0) ( 1-2) is repre
sented by a continuous line directed from 2 to 1. 
From the form of the interaction Hamiltonian (2.2) 
it follows that every graph contributing to Eq. (2.10) 
is a combination of the eight elementary graphs 
shown in Fig. 1. These correspond to the various 
terms which appear in Eq. (2.2) ·after the substitu
tion (2.6). A missing continuous line (incomplete 
vertex ) corresponds to a factor ( a0/..JV) or 
(at IN). Fig. 2 shows an example of one graph 
which appears in @ ( x 1 - x2 ), corresponding to 
the integral 

;m2 (xl; x2) = i2 ~ a<o) ( 1 - 3) u 

x (3-4) a<o>(3-5)G<0>(4-6)U(5-6) (2.11) 
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Let m (x; X 1 ) be any graph contributing to Eq. 
(2.10) and not containing disconnected parts or 
vacuum loops. Together with m we may consider 
all graphs differing from m by the addition of 
vacuum loops. The totality of such graphs gives 
m multiplied by a factor which is just the vacuum 
expectation value of the S matrix, namely <S> 1 

in this case, since we are taking matrix elements 
only of 'li1 and 'li1+. Thus the inclusion of vacuum 
loops changes m into 

m (x; x') (S)'. (2.12) 

In quantum electrodynamics the factor <s> can
cels the denominator of Eq. (2.4), so that we can 
ignore the vacuum loops and merely omit this de
nominator. In our case, as we shall see later, the 
factor <S> 1 has a real significance. 

Eq. (2.12) substituted into Eq. (2.9) gives 

(T0 {m (x; x') (S)'} ) 0 I (S), (2.13) 

where the operation T0 acts on the factors a0, a% 
occurring in m and in <S> 1 • Suppose that m 

- + contains m pairs of operators ao, a0 • Then 

... ao (tm) a;i (t~) ... at(t',) (dt) (dt'), 

and Eq. (2.13) becomes 

~ MiG0 (i1 ... fm; f~ . .. t'm) (dt) (dt'), (2.14) 

where 

is the m-particle Green's function of the con
densed phase, Eq. (2.8) being the special case 
m=l. 

The graphs for the Green's function (2.9) thus 
coincide with the graphs for @, only the factors 
( aoat /V ) in the integrals are replaced by the cor
responding Green'.s function of the condensed phase. 
For example, in the integral (2.11), the factor 
(at(t4) ao(t5)/V) is replaced by iGo(t5-t4). 
We need not consider graphs with disconnected 
parts, since these are already included in G0• The 
problem is therefore reduced to the determination 
of the Green's functions G0 of the condensed phase. 

3. THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS OF THE CON
DENSED PHASE 

We write the m-particle Green's function (2.15) 
of the condensed phase in the form 

(3.1) 

The quantity < S > 1 is the sum of contributions 
from all vacuum loops. If A is the sum of con
tributions from all connected vacuum loops, then8 

the sum of contributions from all pairs of con
nected loops is (A2/2! ), the sum of contributions 
from all triples is (A3/3! ), and so on. There
fore < S > 1 = eA.. In our case A. is a functional 
of a0ari, and is proportional to the volume V 
if we take ( aoa% /V ) to be finite. This can be 
seen by considering any vacuum loop as obtained 
from a graph with two free ends, carrying momenta 
p and p', by setting p = p' = 0 o The graph with 
free ends gives a cpntribution proportional to 
o ( p -p') ~ ( 211') - 3 Vopp', and so the vacuum loop 
becomes proportional to V. Therefore A= Va, 
where a is a finite functional of ( aoat /V), and 

(S)' =eVa. (3.2) 

The commutator of ao and at is unity, and is 
small compared with their product which is of 
order N. At first glance it would seem that the 
order of factors ao, at was unimportant, and that 
the T-product in Eq. (3.1) could be omitted. But 
one must remember that the T0 in Eq. (3.1) links 
the product ao o • o at with the quantity eVa, which 
contains all powers of the volume and hence may 
compensate for the smallness of the commutator 
of ao with at. Only after disentangling ao ... at 
from the T-product may we neglect the commu
tators . We observe that ao and at commute with 
H 0 given by Eq. (2.1), so these operators are inde
pendent of time in the interaction representation. 
The arguments of the ao ( t) and at ( t') in Eq. 
(3.1) are only ordering symbols for the operation 
of T0• After carrying out the T-ordering we may 
consider ao and at as time-independent. 

The disentangling of ao ... at from the T
product is done by means of the following theorem. 
Let B ( a0at /V) and a ( a0at /V) be any function
als of ( aoat /V), which is considered as a finite 
quantity. The "disentangling rule" 

T 0 {B (aoat IV) eV"} = B (AA+) ro {eV"}. (3.3) 

holds with an error of order ( 1/V). The quanti
ties A and A+ are defined by the integral equa
tions 

A (t) = c (AA+) + ~ dt' 6 (t- t') 0:1 (AA+) I QA+ (t'), 

A+ (t) = c+ (AA+) + ~ dt' B (f- t) lh (AA+) 1 OA (t'), (3 .4) 
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where e ( t - t') is the contribution from a. factor
pair ( ao' at ) ' 

0 (t- t') = a (t) a+ (t') = { 1 for t > t' (3.5) 
0 0 0 for t < t', 

and c, c+ are time-independent functionals de
fined by the quadratic equations 

C2 + C \ llcr (A A+) dt = ag . 
.\ llA+(t) v , 

c+2 + c+\ llcr(AA+) dt = at2 (3.6) 
j aA (t) v . 

A proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix. 
Applying Eq. (3.3) to (3.1), we obtain 

iG 0 (tl · .. ; . ·. tm) =(A (tl) ... A+ (t~))0 • 

The denominator of Eq. (3.1) cancels against 
<To< s >' > 0 = < S > . When the expectation value 
of the product (A ... A+) is taken, we may with 
an error of order ( 1/V) replace all factors a0, 

at by ..fN. Let K and r denote the result of 
making this replacement in A and A+. Then 

(3.7) 

holds, with K and K' given according to Eq. (3.4) 
by the integral equations 

!( (t) = C+ \ dt'O (t- t') llcr (KK+) 
.\ IlK+ (t') ' 

!(+ (t) = c+ + \ dt'O (t'- t) llcr (KK+) 
j IlK (t') ' 

and with C and c+ defined by 

c+2 + c+\ llcr(KK+) dt = !}_ 
.\ IlK (t) V ' 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Eq. (3. 7) shows that the Green's functions of 
the condensed phase are products of factors, each 
factor b~ing a function of one time variable. The 
physical meaning of this result may be clarified 
by the following qualitative argument. For sim
plicity we consider the one-particle function for 
non -interacting particles iG0 (o) ( t - t') = 
< ao ( t) at ( t') > /V. It describes the propagation 
of a particle from t' to t. If there was originally 
a vacuum, then this process can proceed only by 
creating a particle at time t' and annihilating it 

at the later time t, which is represented by the 
factor-pairing aoat = 8. In this case G(O) coin
cides with the factor-pairing, as is the case in 
electrodynamics. But if the process occurs in the 
presence of N particles of the same type, the 
created and absorbed particles may be different. 
In this case the propagation of a particle from t' 
to t is composed of two processes, the creation 
of an extra particle in the condensed phase at time 
t', and the absorption of one particle from the con
densed phase at time t. The time sequence of 
these two events. is immaterial, to order N-1, if 
N is large. The processes are therefore inde
pendent. These arguments are valid also for the 
exact function G0• It is also a product of two fac
tors K ( t) and r ( t'), describing the two inde
pendent processes of emission and absorption of a 
particle at the two corresponding times. 

We consider in greater detail the one-particle 
function of the condensed phase 

iG 0 (t- t') = /( (t) !(+ (t'). (3.10) 

The left side is a function of the difference ( t - t'). 
The right side is a product of functions of t and 
t' . Therefore K ( t) and r ( t') must be exponen
tials 

(3.11) 

so that 

(3.12) 

To understand the physical meaning of the quanti
ties no and p,, we go back to the definition (2.3) 
of G0 

iG0 (t- t') = (f!l{/, T {a0 (t) ati (t')} fll{/) IV. (3.13) 

Putting t' = t in Eq. (3.13) we find 

iG0 (0) = (f!J{/, ata0fll{/) IV= N0 IV. (3.14) 

Comparing Eq. (3.14) with (3.12), we see that no = 
( N0/V) is the mean density of particles in the con
densed phase. 

.Next, suppose for definiteness t > t', and write 
Eq. (3.13) in the form 

iG0 (t- t') = -~ (f!l{/ a0 (t) f!J{/+1) (<D{/+1at (t') f!l{/ 1 

+ + ~ (<D{/ a0 (t) f!1~+1) (<D~+1at (t') f!J{/), 
s;o o 

Separating out the time dependence of the Heisen
berg operators, this expression becomes 
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iG0 (t- t') == ~ exp {- i (£{;'+1 - E{;') (t- t')} <<D~v a0<D{;'+1'> <<D{;'+1atCD~v) 

+ -J- L} exp {- i (E~+I_ E~v)(t- t')} <<D;;' a0<D~V+ 1 ) <<D~+Ia;iCD{;'). (3 .15) 
S</'0 

We compare the exact Eq. (3.15) with the approxi
mation (3.12) which is valid as N -oo, and con
clude that the second term in Eq. (3.15) must van
ish as N - oo . Comparison of the time dependence 
of the first term in Eq. (3.15) with that of Eq. (3.12) 
then shows that p, is the chemical potential of the 
system, 

(3.16) 

The parameters no and p, which appear in K 
and K+ can be calculated in principle by solving 
Eq. (3.8). In practice this is very difficult. The 
trouble is that, in calculating the vacuum loops 
which contribute to a, one has first to integrate 
over a finite time interval ( - T, T), so that the 
parameter T appears in Eq. (3.8). One may pass 
to the limit T-oo in the solutions, but not in the 
equations. Thus it is incorrect to use in a ( KK+) 
the limiting expressions (3.11) for K and K+. 
One has instead to solve the nonlinear equations 
(3.8) directly. 

We can obtain from Eq. (3.8) one relation be
tween the quantities no and p,. Differentiating 
Eq. (3.8) with respect to t, and remembering that 
dO ( t - t') I dt = o ( t - t'), we obtain the differential 
equations 

dK I dt =ocr (KW) I oK+ (t); 

dK+ 1 dt = - ael' (KW) 1 oK (t). 

Let a be expanded in a series 

(3.17) 

+ . ,..., 1 r . , , > K+ (t') cr (KK ) = -t L.J m SW m (t1 ••• tm; t1 ••• tm 1 .•• 

(W} 

... K+ (t~) K (tl) ... K (tm) (dt) (dt'), (3 .18) 

in which each term corresponds to a certain vac
uum loop with m pairs of incomplete vertices, 
and the sum is taken over all such loops. The 
"vacuum amplitudes" W m are functions of only 
( 2m - 1 ) variables ( time differences ) , so that 
the limiting values of K and K+ would give an 
infinite result when substituted into Eq. (3.18). If 
Eq. (3 .18) is varied with respect to ~, one inte
gration disappears, and the result becomes finite. 
The Fourier transform of W m ( t' ; t) may be 
written 

W m (w~ . .. ; ... Wm) o (~W- ~w') 

= ~ w m (t'; t) ei(w'l') -i(wt) (dt) (dt'), 

Then Eq. (3.11) and (3.18) give 

il" (KK+) 
8K+(t) 

=- i v~ ~ ng'-1 W m (fl. ••• ; ... fl.) e-i~J-1. 
(W)-

(3.19) 

Substituting Eq. (3.19) into (3.17) and using Eq. 
(3.11), we obtain the desired relation 

>-, m-lw ( fl.=~ no m fl. .. · [L; fl.· · • fl.). (3.20) 
(W) 

The summation here extends over the various vac
uum loops which contribute to the quantity 
(oa/or(t)) according to Eq. (3.19). Each such 
loop is to be taken with unit weight, remembering 
that there is one special incomplete vertex t, at 
which the variation with respect to r was taken. 
Two loops are to be counted as different if they 
have the same geometrical structure and differ 
only in the position of the special vertex. 

Equation (3.20) may be considered as an equa
tion for p, (no). There is one free parameter in 
the problem, the total particle number N or the 
density n. Thus p, and no ought to be expressi
ble in terms of n. However n does not appear 
explicitly in the equation. It is thus convenient to 
consider no instead of n as the free parameter' 
and to express all other quantities as functions of 
no. The connection between no and n can be 
found after the problem is solved. From this 
standpoint, Eq. (3.20) completely determines K 
and K+ and consequently all the Green's functions 
of the condensed phase. We might also solve the 
problE:m with two free parameters p, and no. and 
only consider the connection between them in the 
final result.6 But this procedure would consider
ably increase the mathematical difficulties. 

4. PROPERTIES OF THE CONDENSED PHASE 

The form of the functions G0 of the condensed 
phase leads to some deductions concerning the 
properties of the condensed phase in a system of 
interacting particles. 

In the absence of interaction, the momentum 
distribution of particles in the ground state is 
o ( p) = ( 27!') - 3 V opo· When interactions are intro
duced the distribution is smeared out. In principle 
two possibilities are open. Either the term in 
o ( p) completely disappears and the distribution 
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becomes continuous (there is no condensed phase), 
or a term in 6( p) remains and the state p = 0 
is still exceptional (there is a condensed phase ) . 
In the first case all average occupation numbers 
Np are finite, and Np- N0 as p- 0. In the sec
ond case Np>"'O is finite but N0 ~ V. 

The neglect of the second term in Eq. (3.15) is 
equivalent to the assumption that ao, operating on 
the ground state il>~, does not excite the system, 
or in symbols 

(4.1) 

This assumption seems at first glance strange. A 
change in the number of particles with p = 0, dis
turbing the stationary relation between the occupa
tion numbers, must excite the system. If No were 
finite, a change of it by one unit would change the 
state appreciably, but if N0 ~ V this change will 
practically not disturb the ground state. Equation 
(4.1) supports the second alternative. Therefore 
the introduction of interactions never causes the 
condensed phase to disappear entirely. 

We next examine the problem of the fluctuation 
of the number of particles in the condensed phase. 
The quantity N0 does not have an exact value in 
the state <~>r. We expand qf into eigenstates of 
the operator N0• The expansion may be written 

N 
rr.N "" CN N-m N '*'o = .LJ N-In 'Po zm, 

m=O 

(4.2) 

where cp~o is a function only of the occupation 
number of the condensed phase, while x~ de
pends on the other variables. X~ describes a 
state of m particles with momenta distributed 
over all values p >"' 0. It is a superposition of 
states with definite occupation numbers for the 
momenta p >"' 0. The coefficients in this super
position depend on the upper index N. The nor
malization of x~ 'is given by <X~ X~'> <'>mm' · 

Equation (4.1), with the orthogonality of cp~o 
and cp~o for N0 >"' N0, now gives the result 

(«D;;'-laoCD;;') 

N-1 

= ~ V N m ( cZ=~-1r cZ-m <x~-1x~> (4.3) 
m=O 

N N 
We assume that CN-m and Xm are smooth func-
tions of N, so that 

cZ=~-1 = clJ._m- aciJ._m I iJN = c~;;_,n {I + 0 (N-1)}; 

x~-1 = x~- ax~ I oN= x~~ {I + o (N-1)}. 

Then Eq. (4.3) becomes 
N-1 

(CD;;'-lao«D;;') = ~ v N- m I c:~-m !2 {I + 0 (N-1)}. 

tn=O 

The sum here is simply Nf2, so that 

<CDt'-1a0«D;;') = N~· {I+ 0 (N-1)}. (4.4) 

A similar expression naturally holds also for 
< il>~+t ari il>~ >. 

We estimate the sum in Eq. (3.15) after setting 
t::;: t'. Using Eq. (4.4) and (3.14), we find 

~ ieiJt'aow~+1;(w~+1 a;iw:;'; =N0 - (N~') 2 , 
ST0 

(4.5) 

from which it is clear that the sum is connected 
with the magnitude of the fluctuations in the number 
of particles in the condensed phase. From the fact 
that the sum is negligible as N - oo , we conclude 

-- -,-2 --
[No-(No11) ]/ N0 ---->-00 for N--+oo, (4.6) 

Thus the fluctuations in the number of particles in 
the condensed phase are relatively small. 

5. GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A PARTICLE WITH 
p;oeO 

The expressions obtained in Sec. 3 for the func
tions of the condensed phase allow us to reformu
late the rules which were described in Sec. 2 for 
the construction of graphs. 

Every graph is a combination of eight elemen
tary graphs (Fig. 1). Every incomplete vertex 
carries a factor K ( t) = ~flo e-iJ,tt corresponding 
to a missing incoming continuous line, or a factor 
K+ ( t) = ~flo eiJ.tt corresponding to a missing out
_going line. These factors mean that the interaction 

a 

\ ___ ) 
e 

)---~- /_c_j ,-~-\ 

h-, ~-~-) >-~-~ 
FIG. l 

involves the absorption or the emission of a parti
cle of energy J.t in the condensed phast:l. We may 
draw a wavy line corresponding to every incoming 
or outgoing particle of the condensed phase. All 
such lines have free ends. In analogy with quan
tum electrodynamics, we may say that the con
densed phase behaves like an external field with 
frequency J.t. 

Consider the general structure of a graph which 
contributes to the Green's function (2.7). Every 
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, ~---r 
l--\' 

z 
FIG. 2 FIG. 3 

graph contributing to G has the form of a chain 
consisting of separate irreducible parts connected 
to each other by only one continuous line. There 
are only three types of irreducible parts (i.e.; 
parts which cannot be separated into pieces joined 
by only one continuous line). The three types dif
fer in the number of outgoing and incoming con tin
uous lines (Fig. 3). The sums of the contributions 
from all irreducible parts of each type we call re
spectively - i1: 11 , - il: 02 , - il:20 . 1: 11 describes 
processes in which the number of particles out of 
the condensed phase is conserved. l:o2 and l:2o 
describe the absorption and emission of two parti
cles out of the condensed phase; in these processes 
two particles in the condensed phase must be si
multaneously emitted or absorbed, and their energy 
2J.L must be taken into account. In the momentum 
representation, 1: 11 ( Pt; P2) contains a factor 
o ( Pt- P2), while l:o2 ( P1P2) and l:2o ( P1P2) con
tain* o (p1 + p2 - 2J.L). Henceforth we shall as
sume momentum conservation in the arguments of 
the functions l:ik, representing the quantities 
which multiply the o -functions by the notations 

E11 (p; p) == Eu(p); Eo2 (p + fL,- P + fL) = Eo2 (p + fL); 

E20 (p + fL,- P + fL)= Ezo (p + fL). (5.1) 

The functions l:ik are characteristic of the parti
cle interactions, and we may call them the effec
tive potentials of the pair interaction. 

Besides the Green's function G we introduce 
an auxiliary quantity G, consisting of the sum of 
contributions from graphs with two ingoing lines. 
Graphs contributing to G have one ingoing and 
one outgoing. Figure 4 shows some of the graphs 
which contribute to G. The quantity G describes 
the transition of two particles into the condensed 
phase. In momentum representation we write 
G ( p + J.L ) when the ingoing lines carry momenta 
(p+J.L) and (-p+J.L). 

There are two equations, analogous to the Dyson 
equation in electrodynamics,5•1 for the functions G 
and G, 
G (p + fL) = a<o) (p + fL) + a<o) (p + fL) Eu (p + fL) G (p + fL) 

*Here p. represents a 4-vector having only its fourth com
ponent non-zero. 

+ a<o) (p + fL) E2o (p + fL) G (p + fL), 

G (P+fL)=G(o)(-P+fL)Eu(-p+fL)G(p + fL) 
(5.2) 

The structure of these equations is illustrated 
graphically by Fig. 5 and does not need any further 
explanation. Solving the system (5.2) for G and 
G, we find 

G (p + fL) 

(op (or' (o)-' '<' '<' }-1 
= (G - Euf {(G - Eut (G - Enf- ""2o""o2 , 

' (o)-' + (o)-' 1 
G (p + !L) = E02 {(G -En) (G - Euf- E20E02}- , 

(5.3) 

where the suffixes ± indicate the values ( ±p + J.L ) 

of the arguments. Equation (5.3) for G may be 
written in the usual form of a Dyson equation 

G-1 = a<oP- E, 

E (p + !L) = Eu (p + !L) 

+ E20E02/ [G<W' (- p + !L)- l::.u (- P + fL)]. (5.4) 

Into Eq. (5.3) we substitute the explicit form of 
the free-particle Green's function, 

a<W' (p) = po- s~ + iB; 

and obtain for G and G the expressions 

G (p + fL) 

[p0 - (~i!- ~u) i 2] 2 - fe~ + (~t + ~fi) /2- f'-] 2 + ~.o~o2 ' 

(5.6) 

R Mp 
-p+p 

FIG. 4 

c: 1 : r + 9 + bjp 
c=n 9\+R 

-P+fl p+p -p+p p+p 

FIG. 5 
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- I:o2 

= [p0- (I:iJ:- 1:11) I 2]2- [e~ + (I:;:!;"+ I:;:1) I 2- tJ-)2 + I:2oi:02 • 

(5.7) 

Equation (5.6) determines the Green's function in 
terms of the effective potentials l:ik .and the 
chemical potential iJ. of the system. Equations 
for l:ik and iJ. cannot be obtained in so general 
a form. To calculate these quantities we have to 
use approximate methods to sum over series of 
graphs. In Sec. 7 we shall calculate l:ik and iJ. 
by perturbation theory. In the following paper6 we 
develop an approximation in which the density is 
considered as a small parameter. 

6. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE GREEN'S 
FUNCTION AND PROPERTIES OF THE 
SYSTEM 

The energy E0 of the ground state is the ex
pectation value of the Hamiltonian (2.1), (2.2) in 
the state q,r' 

£ 0 = (Cf>~Hif>~> = ~e~ <4ap) 
p 

(6.1) 

The last term in Eq. (6.1) is connected with the 
Green's function G. Consider G in the (p, t) 
representation, i.e., in the momentum representa
tion for the space-components only. Taking the 
expectation value in the state 4>r, Eq. (2.3) be
comes 

iG (p; t- t') = (T {ap (t) at (t')}), (p =I= O). (6.2) 

from which it is easy to deduce 

(io I at- s:) G (p; t- t') =a (t- t') + R (p; t- t'), (6.3) 

with 
R(p; t- t') 

. (6.4) 
=- ..V L Uq (T {at (t) ap'-q (t) ap+q (t)at (t')}). 

p'q 

We multiply Eq. (6.3) by eiP0 (t-t') and integrate 
with respect to t. Then using Eq. (5.5) we obtain 

a<oP (p) G (p) = 1 + R (p), 

This, with the definition (5.4) of l:, gives imme
diately 

R (p) = 1: (p) G (p), (p=/=0). (6.5) 

On the other hand, Eq. ~ 6 .4) shows that R ( p; - 0 ) 
is related to the last sum in Eq. (6.1), namely 

1"" ++ i"-..R(· 0) 2V 4..1 U q (ap ap'ap'-qap+q) = 2 .4..1 p, - . 
w~ P 

(6.6) 

The expression (6.5) for R holds only when p o;e 0. 
For p = 0 the left side of Eq. (6.2) is iVG0 (t- t') 
according to Eq. (3.13). Instead of Eq. (6.3) we 
have in this case 

i ~ G0 (t-t') = ~ B(t-t')+ ~ R(O; t-t'). (6.7) 

We neglect the o-function since it is of order v-1, 

and use Eq. (3.12) for G0• This gives 

R (0; - 0) = i [! Go (1:) l-o =- i(Lno· (6.8) 

Equations (6.6) and (6.8) bring the eXPression 
(6.1) for Eo into the form 

(6.9) 

From Eq. (6.2) we find 

Ni> = <4ap) = iG (p; - 0) = i ~ G (p) dpo 1 2TC (6.10) 

Using Eq. (6.5) and (6.10), and passing from sum
mation to integration in Eq. (6.9), we obtain the 
following expression* for the ground-state energy 
Eo, 

E0 IV = i ~ [e~ + 1l 2l:(p)] G (p) d'p I (27t) 4 + r;.n0 12 (6.11) 

The p0-integration is to be taken with a small de
tour into the upper half-plane. 

The quantities l: and G depend parametrically 
upon iJ. and no. supposing that Eq. (3.20) has not 
been used in order to eliminate one of these param
eters. Therefore Eq. (6.11) gives a relation be
tween ( E0/V), iJ., and no. There are two further 
relations between these quantities. First there is 
the definition of the chemical potential IJ., 

iJEo iJ (Eo) 
f.l. =aFT= -an v • (6.12) 

and second there is the condition that the total 
number of particles is conserved, which by Eq. 
(6.10) can be written in the form 

n = n0 + i ~ G (p) d4p I (27t) 4 • (6.13) 

Equations (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13) determine 
( E0/V), IJ., and no in terms of the density n, or 
determine any three of these quantities in terms 
of the fourth. The relation (3.20) which we found 
earlier does not give any new information; it is 

*V. M. Galitskii informed me that a similar relation exists 
for Fermi systems. 
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satisfied identically when Eq. (6.11), (6.12), and 
(6.13) hold. 

7. PERTURBATION THEORY APPROXIMATION 
TO I:ik AND JJ. 

In the first order of perturbation theory, the 
graphs which contribute to I:ik are the elemen
tary graphs shown in Fig. 1. Graphs b and c 
refer to I: 11 , d to I:02 and e to I:20 • These 
graphs give the contributions 

E =E =n0Up; E+=n0 (U0 +Up). (7.1) 
0! 20 11 

In first approximation the only vacuum loop is the 
elementary graph a of Fig. 1. Thus Eq. (3.20) 
gives for J1. the value 

(7.2) 

Inserting Eq. (7 .1) and (7 .2) into the expression 
(5.6) for the Green's function,·we find 

G (p +flo) = p0 + e~ + n0U p / (p0 2 - s~ 2 - 2n0U pe~ + io). 

(7.3) 

The Green's function G ( p + J1.) has a pole at a 
value Po ( p) which defines the energy of an ele
mentary excitation of the system 3 (quasi -particle). 
Equation (7 .3) gives for the quasi-particle energy 

Substituting Eq. (7 .3) into (6.10), we obtain the 
mean occupation number of the ground state, 

Np = (- ep + e~ + n0 Up) 12s~ 

(7 .4) 

(7.5) 
= (n0Up) 2 I 2ep (sp + s~ + noUp)• 

Equations (7 .4) and (7 .5) coincide with the results 
of the well-known work of Bogoliubov. 5 

APPENDIX. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.3) 

We use the method of Wick9 to transform the 
T-product in Eq. (3.3), which may be written sym
bolically 

T {Bev"} = N {e6 Bev"}, (A.1) 

where !:::. is an operator which changes a pair aoat 
into its replacement (3.5), 

6. = ~ ~ dtdt'O (f- t') lla (t) ~:+(I'); 
V- + + ,/- (A.2) 

(oc=aol V; a =a0 I y V). 

The proof of the theorem proceeds in two stages: 
(1) pulling B out across the operator el::., and 
(2) a final disentangling of the N -product. 

(1) The result of the first stage can be formu-

lated as follows. With an error of order v-1 we 
have 

where [3 and [3+ are defined by the equations 

~ (t) =a+~ dt'O (t- t') ocr(~~+) I a~+ (t'); 

~+ (t) = a++~ dt'O (t'- t) oa (~~+) I o~ (t'). 
(A.4) 

Proof. The factor v-1 in !:::. can be compen
sated on the left side of Eq. (A.3) only if eVa is 
involved in at least one operation of !:::.. We write 
!:::. = l::.aa + l::.Ba + l::.aB, where the first suffix indi
cates the object upon which the variation with re
spect to a operates, and the second suffix refers 
to the variation with respect to a+. The result of 
operating with at:.aa can be written 

(A.5) 

It will be shown later that a' is independent of V. 
Equation (A.5) gives 

e6 {Bev"} = exp (6.sa + 6.as) {BeV"'}. (A.6) 

We let et:.Ba operate first on eVa'. From Eq. 
(A.2) we obtain 

Va' Va'\d d 'O i') lla' [ ll ] _ Va'D 
1 f:l.s..e = e j t t (t- lla+(t') lla (t) B =e B· 

(A.7) 

Successive application of Eq. (A. 7) gives ( t:.Ba )k x 
eVa' =eVa' (DB )k, since the operators l::.Ba pro
duce variations only in the exponential. Therefore 

(A.8) 

From (A. 7) it is clear that e DB is a displacement 
operator, displacing a ( t) by the quantity 

a! (t) = ~ dt'O (t- t') ocr' I ooc+ (t'), 

Therefore 

e6 Ba {B (oc; oc+) eV"'} = eV"'eD8 B (a; oc+) 
(A.9) 

= eV"'B (oc + oc1 ; oc+). 

An analogous result holds for the operator el::.aB, 

which displaces a+ ( t). We obtain finally from 
Eq. (A.6) 

e6 {B (oc; oc+) ev"} = B (~; ~+)eVa'= B (~; ~+) e6 {ev"}, 

where 
(A.10) 

~ (t) = oc + ~ dt'O (t- t') ocr' I ooc+ (t'); ~+(f) 

= oc+ + ~ dt'O(t'-t)ocr'looc(t'); (A.ll) 

Equation (A.10) is identical with (A.3). It remains 
to show that Eq. (A.ll) and (A.4) are identical. 
Varying both sides of Eq. (A.5) with respect to 
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a (t) and a+(t), and using Eq. (A.10), we obtain 

oa' (ococ+) I OIX (f)= 00' (~~+)I 0~ (f); 

oa' (ococ+)l OIX+ (f)=oa(~~+)IIW(t); 
(A.12) 

Equations (A.12) and (A.ll) define u'. When Eq. 
(A.12) is substituted into (A.ll), the result is Eq. 
(A.4). 

(2) In the second stage of the proof we may con
sider a and a+ to be constant operators (see 
the beginning of Sec. 3 ) . Then u' and B ( {3{3+ ) = 
B' ( a a+ ) are functions of a, a+ instead of func
tionals. By integrating Eq. (A.12) with respect to 
time we obtain the connection between the functions 
u'(aa+) and a, 

\/)a((>~+) dt _ \' 8a' (act+) dt = ~. . \ 8a (? 3+) df = ~ . 
j a~(t) - j llx(t) ax ' .) a~+(t) ax+ 

(A.13) 

For the following argument it is important that u' 
and {3' depend only on v = a+ a. This being so, 
the disentangling proceeds according to the rule 

N {B' (v) eva'(v)} = B' (~ N {eV"'}, 

with v obtained from v by the relation 

v = v[l + aa' (-:;)la'iJ =-;X2 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

We defer the proof of Eq. (A.14), and show first 
that Eq. (A.3) and (A.14) imply the truth of the the
orem (3.3). After the infinite factor eVu' is re
moved, the lack of commutativity of a and a+ can 
be neglected. The substitution v- v which ap
pears in Eq. (A.14), can therefore be divided into 
the two substitutions a -a, a+ -a;+, where 
a =aX and a+= a;+x according to Eq. (A.15). 
After some algebra we find 

IX2 = (X,"2 +'a. a a' (-;)I a;+; IX+2 = ;+2 + ;+ aa' (~I a-a.. (A.16) 

We denote by A, A+ the quantities into which {3, ~ 
are transformed under the substitution a, a+-
a, a+. The equations for A and A+ are obtained 
from Eq. (A.4) by changing the terms outside the 
integrals into Qi and a+' thus 

A (t) = i + ~ dt'6 (t- t') oa (AA+) I QA+ (t'); 
(A.17) 

A+ (t) = CX,"+ + ~ dt'6 (t'- t) oa (AA+) I OA (t'), 

By the definition of B' ( v ) , B' ( il) = B ( AA + ) , and 
so Eq. (A.3) and (A.14) imply (3.3). To complete 
the proof of the theorem it remains to show the 
equivalence of Eq. (A.17) and (3.4). To do this, 
we substitute a, a+- a, -a+ in Eq. (A.13), and 
find the result 

iJa' (V) _ \' 8a (AA+) dt· iJa' (V) _ \ 8a (AA+) dt (A 18) 
ari - ) aA (tl • a-a+ - ) aA+ (t) • • 

Equation (A.16) for Qi and a;+ are identical with 
Eq. (3.6) by virtue of Eq. (A.18). Therefore Cii, a+ 
are identical with c' c+' and the theorem is 
proved. 

We now return to the proof of Eq. (A.14). Let 
L be a quantity related to u' by the equation 

(A.19) 

We shall later express L explicitly in terms of 
a' and shall verify that L is independent of V. 
Suppose that B' ( v) has the form 

B' (v) = ~bkvk, (A.20) 
k 

Then Eq. (A.19) implies 

N {B' eV"'} = ~ bkoc+kN {eVa'} ock = ~ b~toc+ke VLock. (A.21) 
k k 

1~ The commutation relation ay ( v ) = ( Y + V av ) a 

holds for any function y ( v). Applying it repeat
edly, we find 

ockeY=exp{(I+ ~ !ty}ock. (A.22) 

1 a k 
We choose y to satisfy ( 1 + V av) y = VL. Then 

Eq. (A.22) gives the rule for pulling ak through 
eVL, 

exp{VL}ock=ockexP{(I+ ~ !tkvL} 

= ock exp ( -k ~ )exp {VL}. 

Applying Eq. (A.23) to Eq. (A.21), we obtain 

N {B'eV"'} = ~bit (ve-iJL/ov)k eVL = B' (-;) eVL, 
k 

with 
- -iJL/iJV 
v = ve • 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) . 

L can be determined by differentiating both sides 
of Eq. (A.19) with respect to a. On the left side 
we find 

which with Eq. (A.24) and (A.19) gives 

1 iJ Va' + iJa' (V) eVL 
--N{e }=IX-=-- · v ax iJv 

(A.26) 

In differentiating the right side of Eq. (A.19) with 
respect to a, we must remember that (aL/aa) 
and L do not commute. Since ( aL/aa) = 
a+ ( a L /cl v ) , the commutation rule La+ = 

a+ ( L + ~ !~) implies 

}_~ Lk- oc+{(L + j_ iJL )k- Lk} (A.27) 
V oct - V iJv ' 
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and hence 

~ a~ evL = tX+ (eaLJav _ 1) evL. (A.28) 

By comparing Eq. (A.28) with (A.26), we obtain the 
desired relation between L and a' , 

aa' (v) I a"V = eaLJov - 1. (A.29) 

Equations (A.29) and (A.25) imply Eq. (A.15), and 
by Eq. (A.24) this proves Eq. (A.14). 
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The one-particle Green's function is calculated in a low-density approximation for a system of 
interacting bosons. The energy spectrum of states near to the ground state (quasi-particle 
spectrum is derived. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the preceding paper1 the method of Green's 
functions was developed for a system consisting of 
a large number of bosons. The one-particle Green's 
function was expressed in terms of the effective po
tentials l::ik of pair interactions and the chemical 
potential J.l of the system. Approximate methods 
must be used to determine l::ik and J.l. In the 
present paper we study a "gaseous" approximation, 
in which the density n, or the ratio between the 
volume occupied by particles and the total volume, 
is treated as a small parameter. The interaction 
between particles is assumed to be central and 
short-range, but not necessarily weak. The first 
two orders of approximation involve only the scat
tering amplitude f of a two-particle system. But 
in the. next order (proportional to ( -.fnfS )2 ) the 
effects of three-particle interaction amplitudes 

appear, which means that practical calculations to 
this order are hardly possible. 

From the Green's function which we calculate, 
we derive the energy spectrum of excitations or 
quasi-particles, the energy of the ground state, 
and also the momentum distribution of particles 
in the ground state. 

2. ESTIMATE OF THE GRAPHS CONTRIBUTING 
TO THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS 

The definition of the potentials .l::ik• and the 
rules for constructing Feynman graphs, were de
scribed in our earlier paper, 1 which we shall call 
I. 

We shall estimate by perturbation theory the 
various graphs contributing to l::ik and J.l. For 
the Fourier transform of the potential U (p) =Up, 


